Are you looking for a new, individual and interesting challenge? We can help you
out!
Sellplify is an innovative software startup in Germany. We develop b2b sales and
business intelligence solutions that make the work of promotion agencies and
promoters more efficient and easier. To support our team we are looking for the next
possible date:

IT development intern (m/ f)
In Münster, Germany
Your Tasks:
-

Programming of the next IT innovations
Enhancement of our mobile app
Enhancement of our backend software
Working with APIs to connect with other systems

Your Profile:
-

You have very good knowledge of Ionic-Framework 2 or Angular and RxJS
You are familiar with JavaScript
Ideally you have some knowledge of Symfony framework for PHP
You have at least 8 weeks time to achieve something big in the development
of Sellplify
You would like to work in Münster (Germany) or Barcelona (Spain)

We can offer you:
-

-

You want to contribute your own ideas? We are a young startup with flat
hierarchies and we are always happy about every new idea.
You want to take over responsibility? With us you can even design your own
project according to your ideas.
You would like to learn something directly from practice? Our founding team
consists partly of a mathematician with a doctorate. He will support you
throughout the whole time with advice and assistance.
You want to write your thesis in a company? With us you can write both your
Bachelor's and Master's thesis.
You want to sleep longer or leave early? We have flexible working hours.

Have we caught your interest? We look forward to getting to know you and are
looking forward to receiving your application documents! Please send them to
jobs@sellplify.com.
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